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HONORS CAPSTONE ABSTRACT

This is a 20-minute directing project exploring the usage of acting exercises to generate a better
performance. Some methods involved include the teachings of: Konstantin Stanislavksi, Jacques
Lecoq, Anne Bogart, and Peter Brook. The pieces being performed were “The Field of Blue
Children” and “You Lied to Me About Centralia” from the collection Desire: A Look at
Tennessee Williams. The usage of rehearsal time was dedicated to exploration and discovery of
the character motivations and how each character’s unique desires impacted the scene. Actors
were asked to perform various exercises from different schools of acting with the goal of further
analyzing the scenes and finding more ways of making the material performable. All rehearsal
notes and observations have been condensed and written in the form of findings and reflection.

Summary
For my capstone project I decided to direct a 20-minute performance consisting of two
scenes from the newly released Desire: Six One-Act Plays, all scenes were a reworking of one of
Tennessee William’s short stories. I specifically chose “The Field of Blue Children” by Rebecca
Gilman and “You Lied to Me About Centralia” by John Guare because the casting ages were
appropriate for most college-aged students and I also enjoyed the content of both scenes. We
rehearsed for 6 hours a week for 6 weeks, leading to what was supposed to be a performance but
the space we were set to perform in did not pan out so I had to move the performance dates back
to next semester in late January, post-graduation.
At our very first rehearsal we sat down and did a “table read”, or a cold read of the script
without any physicality so that everyone can hear what the words sound like spoken aloud, at
which all actors were present. For the rest of the first week of rehearsal I sat with the actors and
did “table work”, or a series of scenic and character analyses for each scene. We discussed things
like character choices, meanings of certain words, how they felt about the scenes, and anything
they were unclear on. The purpose of this table work is to become more familiar with the script
and to break down what things will need to be worked on for the rest of the rehearsal period.
During each rehearsal period I would begin by doing group-stretches and then doing an
acting exercise. I tried different exercises that I had learned in my time studying at both the
Moscow Art Theatre School in Russia as well as The LIR Academy in Ireland, as well as several
exercises from the books of Anne Bogart (Viewpoints) and Peter Brook. One of my personal
favorite exercises was one I learned in a movement class at the LIR, which takes from
Stanislavski’s spheres of concentration, which begins with the actors imagining and
physicalizing a “sphere” around them. This can be done by simply having them imagine the orb

that encompasses them, or you can instruct them to use their limbs to touch the area around them
creating a more tangible space that they encompass. They then stand opposite each other on
separate sides of the room. The actors gradually walk towards each other while keeping constant
eye contact feeling their “spheres” of energy around them. I instructed the actors to stop walking
towards each other once they were no longer comfortable getting any closer, keeping in mind
how much space is still between them. I always struggled with this exercise as it can make one
feel intensely vulnerable, so it was very surprising to see how comfortable the actors all were
with each other right off the bat. This exercise is used to create a sense of vulnerability and also
keep an account of how the individual is feeling. It is meant to make you question your own
walls and how you can create an environment that feels safe, and I believe that a feeling of safety
and security is integral to the acting process.
The other exercise that I used that seemed to bear some good fruit was one I picked up in
my time in Russia. I gave the actors some homework and had them create their own monologue
using lines that were in the scene. They could only change small words to help make them make
sense, but nothing else. I believe that this exercise is used to make the actors really think about
the lines that they use and to give them an alternate meaning. Sometimes, actors can fall into the
trap of saying a line the same way over and over, not really giving the words variety or the air to
become something else. It’s almost as if once a line is said one way that it is set in stone. But life
isn’t set in stone, and so often we use the same words over and over and give them so many
different meanings and inflections. I wanted the actors to see that the same sentence can be used
so many different ways and with so many different viewpoints. It helped to break up some of the
repetition I was hearing in earlier rehearsals. It forced the actors to listen and receive the message
then respond instead of just saying lines back and forth. After all, variety is the spice of life.

The final and most effective exercise that I had my actors do, specifically the two actors
in “You Lied to Me About Centralia”, was one that I call “Push-Pull”. It entails the actors
speaking their lines to one another and either pushing or pulling the other one based on whether
they think the line that their character is using is to push the other character away or pull them in.
It seems deceptively easy, but more often than not people say things the opposite of what they’re
thinking or feeling. One example is the statement “I’m fine.” Normally, when a person says “I’m
fine” they are indeed not fine. This would be an example of a pull, because it entices the other
person to keep digging for the real answer. If the other character just walked away, then there
wouldn’t really be much of a scene. There can be a lot of discovery when doing this exercise.
Acting has a lot to do with power, both in confines of the script and within an actor. It is about
who has the upper hand in the scene, who is fighting to get what they want, and how they exert
that power over the other characters in the scene. We dedicated the entire rehearsal to this
specific exercise because it was so effective in helping both myself and my actors figure out the
purpose behind certain lines that we couldn’t entirely flush out prior to rehearsals. Acting is
largely about discovery, and this was the ultimate aid in discovering the meaning in the
characters marriage and why the wife lied about what she has been doing.
The most important component of this entire experience was the practical usage of the
knowledge that I’ve acquired at my two and a half years at NIU. It was the opportunity to
explore a new aspect of theatre as well as a playground within which I was able to discern which
tools I would like to employ in future directing endeavors. It also gave me the experience of
bringing a script to life without being told to do so, but merely because I felt moved to do so.

Findings

The room
you are in

You
The building
you are in

Outside the
building

When looking at Konstantin Stanislavski’s Circles of Attention, it gives the actor a lot to
consider. The circles work both introspectively, taking into account what affects them internally,
in the room, in the building, and outside of the building that they are in, as well as outwardly;
how they affect the other people in the room, in the building, and the world outside of the
building. As a starting point, this is a very crucial tool for scene analysis. Additionally, it is a
way for the actor to check-in with themselves and keep track of where they are at mentally and
emotionally while going through the acting process. I believe that this is the most effective way
of breaking down how an actor begins and ends a process, whether it be in the day-to-day
rehearsals of a show or at the beginning and end of the process as a whole. Acting changes
people. With each new role and performance there is a shift in their experience and their
worldview. It was the most prominent finding throughout this process that taking into account an
individual’s circles of concentration, how the psychology of their life overlaps with the
psychology of the character. The circles of concentration are very similar to the three fields of

concern studied in psychology classes. These fields include: I, We, and It. There are different
extents to which we can control things that fall into each of these fields of concern.

(http://www.talkingabout.com.au)

Stanislavski wrote: “All of our acts, even the simplest, which are so familiar to us in everyday
life, become strained when we appear behind the footlights before a public of a thousand people.
This is why it is necessary to correct ourselves and learn again how to walk, move about, sit or
lie down. It is essential to re-educate ourselves to look and see, on the stage, to listen and to
hear.” (An Actor Prepares, p.77) This falls into the ¨We¨ field of concern, or the space in which
all actors on stage are concerned about the same situations and in which all have some level of
influence. The purpose of all of the acting exercises that I employed in rehearsal time were to
help guide the actors to the conclusion that they each had influence in the situations that they
were portraying and to take into account what effected them individually as well as a unit.

Reflection
To start, my expectations for this project did not match the reality of what it would
become. Being so young and not having quite found my style or stride yet caused a
disconnection between my imagination and the realities of bringing a script to life. I chose the
script that I did because it seemed like a topic I knew intimately: desire. I naively thought that
because I had my own philosophical thoughts and personal experience with desire that it would
translate to being a guru of sorts on the topic; I was incorrect in that assumption. Even though we
all as humans have our innate sense of desire and strive for what we desire, that does not means
we know the ins and outs of desire on a scale outside of ourselves. While that sentence may be
confusing, I think it can be clarified further by simply stating: it is callow to assume we feel
things the same as everyone else does.
This process was a lot more difficult than I expected it to be primarily because of the lack
of trust and authority I started out with from my actors. Since it was my first solo directing
project they did not have faith that I knew what would best suit the scene or that my direction
would create the best outcome. It took a lot longer for it to sink in that I merely wanted this to be
the best possible performance that it could be. Once I expressed that then the actors began to
soften up and be significantly more responsive to my input, and in theatre terms be
astronomically more “directable”. I believe that we could have gone even deeper into the scene
analysis had the actors trusted me to be their fearless leader earlier on in the process, but that was
definitely the largest takeaway from the experience—I have to gain my performers trust instead
of expecting it from the get-go.
Another aspect of this endeavor that gave me much to ruminate on is that not all acting
exercises are fitting for every script or performance piece. Different words and different actors

need different motivation or explanation. Coming from an acting background, I’ve always
known what kind of communication I needed from a director and whether or not their style
worked well for me. Because of this it felt almost ironic to be on the other side of the glass,
wondering if my attempts were futile or landing with the other people in the room. I tried to take
what I learned during my studies in Ireland and Russia and fit them to a process that did not have
enough time to expand those ideas and exercises. Each day that I walked into the rehearsal room
I tried bringing in some new exercise, when I should have continued using the same ones
repetitively to continuously deepen the things that each actor found. But we live, we learn.
Ultimately, I am so thankful for this experience. In the back of my mind there was always
the option that I would hate directing and that this introduction would turn me off of a future that
I have been looking towards for a while. Fortunately, this process made me fall deeper in love
with directing. I didn’t have the desire to jump onstage with the actors for the first time in my
life, but merely enjoyed the production that I had helped to bring to life. I would say that this was
a “win” and I am beyond excited to graduate and go out into the world and keep directing and
creating and learning.

